**Switch button**
Hold the button to switch on/off.

**Volume button**
Adjust the volume up/down. On incoming call, press volume button to mute.

**Insert SIM Card**
Insert the SIM card into the SIM slot level, with the SIM chip side up, gap of SIM 1 towards to right, and gap of SIM 2 towards to left.

**Insert TF Card**
Insert the TF card into the TF slot level, with the front side up.

**Put In/Take Out Battery**
To put in the battery, align the contactor of the battery to the connector of the phone, then light press the battery down; To take out the battery, light pull the battery through the hollow.

**Open The Backcover**
Light press the bottom half of the backcover, at the same time light pull the hollow part of the backcover according to the graphics.
Thank you for using LEAGOO Phone! This brief guide will show you how to use this LEAGOO mobile phone.

1. For more information, you can check the guide APP built-in.

2. You can visit LEAGOO official website www.leagoo.cc for more details.

LEAGOO Mobile Phone Getting Started Guide

Note: Our product uses the "dual SIM card dual standby single pass" design, it means, the two SIM cards which have inserted into the phone cannot use the calling or internet data transfer at the same time, when one is been using, the other cannot be used.